**ABSTRACT:** The synthesis and characterization of \((\alpha\text{-DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) is reported. The magnetic properties of this new salt show that it is still a rare example of an organic spin-ladder. \((\alpha\text{-DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) shares the same ladder structure of the DT-TTF and ETT-TTF analogues, and its room temperature conductivity is \(\sim 2\) S/cm. Despite the observed donor orientation disorder associated with the thiophenic sulfur atoms, the intermolecular interactions between donor units, calculated using the extended Hückel approximation and a double-\(\xi\) basis set, show that the interaction values do not depend on the configuration of the sulfur atom on the thiophenic ring. The insensitivity of the spin-ladder magnetic properties to the donor molecular disorder in \((\alpha\text{-DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) is a direct consequence of the negligible contribution of the disordered thiophenic sulfur atom to the HOMO. In the related donor ETT-TTF, this contribution is significant and destroys the magnetic interactions, and no spin-ladder is observed. This compound not only enlarges the number of organic spin-ladder systems in this series of closely related compounds but also provides an interesting example of weakly disordered molecular spin-ladder system.

**INTRODUCTION**

Spin-ladders are magnetic systems, composed of a finite number of coupled spins chains in a situation that is intermediate between the purely 1D system of isolated chains and 2D system of planes. The spin-ladders have attracted particular interest during the last two decades due to quantum effects which, depending on the specific topology, e.g., the number of legs (interacting chains), can lead to a significantly different magnetic behavior, with a gap in the magnetic excitations for an even number of chains, while the ladders with an odd number of chains are gap-less. The interest in these systems has been also stimulated by the exciting prediction that doped ladders can become superconducting due to an effective attraction between holes in chains mediated by magnetic interactions.\(^{1a,b,2}\)

Following our report of the first organic based molecular spin-ladder system \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) (DT-TTF = dithiophenetetrafulvalene; mnt = maleonitriledithiolate),\(^3\) different attempts were explored in order to achieve related spin-ladder systems, which could provide important structure–properties correlations, by chemical means of simple molecular modifications, on both the donor and acceptor components. The possible molecular changes of the donors which could preserve the ladder structure and specific spin-ladder behavior proved however to be rather limited. There is a large number of diamagnetic anionic metal-bisdithiolenes closely related to \([\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\), with different ligands and metals that can be used. However, it was found that the replacement of the anions in \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) by species other than those based on the ligand mnt or \(i\text{-mnt}\) (\(i\text{-mnt} = 1,1\text{-dicyanoethylene}-2,2\text{-dithiolate}\)) leads to completely different crystal structures.\(^4\) The number of available donors related with DT-TTF is much smaller than the anions. So far, concerning changes on the donor side, only the replacement of the DT-TTF donor by ETT-TTF (ETT-TTF = ethylenethiophenetetrathiafulvalene, Scheme 1) could preserve the ladder structure of the original \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au(mnt)}_2]\) compound, but the orientation disorder of the ETT-TTF asymmetric donor completely destroyed...
the magnetic spin-ladder behavior.\textsuperscript{5} The number of molecular spin-ladder compounds is still relatively small,\textsuperscript{6} and until the present these based on derivatives of (DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] provided the only series of closely related spin-ladder systems.\textsuperscript{5}

In this Article, we explore charge-transfer compounds based on the related donor α-DT-TTF (\(\alpha\)-DT-TTF = alpha-dithiophenetetrathiafulvalene) that TTF that previously has been very poorly explored, until our recent report of its full characterization,\textsuperscript{7} and describe in detail the compound (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$]. This compound shares the same structure type of (DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] with donors arranged in paired stacks. Notably, the magnetic properties of a spin-ladder system are preserved in spite of the orientation disorder of the donor; therefore, this compound provides an interesting example of a weakly disordered spin-ladder system at variance with the ETT-TTF analogue which behaved as a strongly disordered ladder system.

\section*{RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

Crystals of (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] were obtained by electrocrystallization of α-DT-TTF in the presence of a tetrabutylammonium salt of [Au(mnt)$_2$] in dichloromethane solution, over platinum electrodes using standard galvanostatic conditions, after about 3 days. Similar attempts to obtain crystals with analogous anions [M(mnt)$_2$]$^-$, with other metals M = Pt, Ni, and Cu lead at variance with the DT-TTF donor, to completely different structures and stoichiometries. This is due to the lower oxidation potential of the α-DT-TTF donor with respect to DT-TTF\textsuperscript{8} which tends to form more easily fully ionic salts and may reduce the anions to the dianions. With M = Ni, two structures with stoichiometries (α-DT-TTF)$^1$[Ni(mnt)$_2$]$^2$- and (α-DT-TTF)$^1$[Ni(mnt)$_2$]$^-^2$ were obtained, both with fully oxidized donors. The first compound with a 2:1 stoichiometry is formed by a spontaneous redox reaction upon mixing the neutral donor with the monoanion [Ni(mnt)$_2$]$^-$. The compound with a 1:1 stoichiometry is obtained upon electrocrystallization of the solution resulting from the first reaction. The crystal structures of these two compounds were solved by single crystal diffraction and are presented in detail as Supporting Information. With M = Pt and Cu, similar compounds are obtained under the same conditions; however, we have only been able to solve the crystal structure of (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Pt(mnt)$_2$]$^-$. This structure is of a different type and is also presented as Supporting Information. The formation of charge transfer salts with fully oxidized donors is not unprecedented among thiophene-TTF type donors, which due to their low oxidation potential when combined with [M(mnt)$_2$]$^-$ often leads to its reduction to a dianion.\textsuperscript{5,8}

On the other hand, (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2$_1$/n and is so far the only example of a salt of this donor that is isostructural with (DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$]. Crystal and structural refinement data are listed in Table 1.

The asymmetric unit is composed of one α-DT-TTF donor molecule (Figure 1 and Table 2) and half [Au(mnt)$_2$]$^-^-$ anion with the gold atom placed in an inversion center (Figure 2 and Table 3). Both units are essentially planar. A relevant feature of this structure is that the α-DT-TTF donors are disordered, with both ends of the molecule presenting the thiophenic sulfur atoms in two possible positions with occupation factors of \(0.5\) (Table 2).

Although the possibility of cis–trans disorder cannot be excluded from X-rays, this disorder results most probably from the orientation of the donors which are obtained primarily in the most stable trans-configuration.\textsuperscript{7}

In spite of this disorder the α-DT-TTF donor units are arranged in pairs of stacks related by a screw axis (Figure 3) as in (DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$]. The interplanar distances between donor molecules (3.557 Å) are comparable to those found in the DT-TTF salts, and the two donor stacks are connected by very short S···S contacts at 3.466 Å as shown in Figure 3. A relevant difference between these two salts is the absence of significant short contact between pairs of donor chains in the α-DT-TTF compound due to the absence of a terminal sulfur atom in this donor. Therefore, the paired chains are expected to behave as more isolated in the α-DT-TTF salt.

In this structure there are three types of intermolecular donor–donor interactions: \(t_1\) between donors along the chains; \(t_2\) between molecules in nearby paired chains; and \(t_9\) between molecules in different pairs of chains (Figures 3 and 4). These interactions between neighboring donor units can be estimated by calculations based on the extended Hückel approximation using a double-\(\xi\) basis, which predict a HOMO as shown in Figure 5. In spite of the uncertainty of the absolute values obtained by the theoretical calculations under this approach,

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Crystal and Refinement Data for (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$]$^\text{a}$}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{formula} & \textbf{C}_{21}H_{34}AuN$_5$S$_6$ \\
\textbf{molecular mass} & 1110.31 \\
\textbf{T (K)} & 150 \\
\textbf{dimensions (mm$^3$)} & 0.2 \times 0.03 \times 0.02 \\
\textbf{cryst color} & golden brown \\
\textbf{cryst syst} & monoclinic \\
\textbf{space group} & P2$_1$/n \\
\textbf{a (Å)} & 16.2482(18) \\
\textbf{b (Å)} & 3.8807(4) \\
\textbf{c (Å)} & 26.958(3) \\
\textbf{β (deg)} & 100.419(4) \\
\textbf{V ($Å^3$)} & 1671.8(3) \\
\textbf{Z} & 2 \\
\textbf{\(ρ_{calc}\) (g cm$^{-3}$)} & 2.206 \\
\textbf{intervals $h$, $k$, $l$} & ±19, ±4, −23/+32 \\
\textbf{\(2ζ_{max}\) (deg)} & 23.99 \\
\textbf{refns collected} & 8479 \\
\textbf{indep refns} & 3159 \\
\textbf{refns > 2\(σ(l)\)} & 2177 \\
\textbf{R1} & 0.04 \\
\textbf{wR2} & 0.07 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\textsuperscript{a}Crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) was deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with no. CCDC 91655.
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure1.png}
\caption{ORTEP view of (α-DT-TTF)$^{0.5+}$ with disorder model and with atom numbering scheme, in the crystal structure of (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$].}
\end{figure}
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the results provide an accurate relative comparison between the
α-DT-TTF, ETT-TTF, and the DT-TTF salts.

In the α-DT-TTF salt due to the possible cis/trans and
orientation disorder of donors one has to consider all the
possible configurations between the donor pairs. As schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 4 for the first type of interaction $t _ { 1 , 2 }$, there are 7 possible pair configurations: 2
trans/trans, 3 cis/cis, and 2 cis/trans. The values calculated for the three types of interactions $t _ { 1 , 2 }$ and $t _ { 1 , 2 }$ in (DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] and the corresponding ones in (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] which are split in the 7 possible configurations, are listed in Table 4.

As it can be seen in Table 4 these interaction values do not
significantly depend on the pair configuration. This is due to
the negligible electronic density of the HOMO in the
thiophenic sulfur atoms. Therefore, the disorder of the
thiophenic groups in α-DT-TTF, 50% in two possible
orientations, is expected to have a relatively soft e
ff
ector in the electronic properties of its salts. This situation contrasts with

Figure 2. ORTEP view of [Au(mnt)$_2$]$_{-}$ with atom numbering scheme, in the crystal structure of (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$].

Figure 3. Crystal structure of (α-DT-TTF)$_2$[Au(mnt)$_2$] with indication of relevant interdonor interactions: (a) viewed along the
b-axis; (b) partial view showing one layer of neighboring donor and acceptor stacks.
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The electrical transport properties of \((\alpha{-}DT-TTF)_{2}[Au(mnt)_{2}]\) were studied by conductivity and thermoelectric power measurements in single crystals along their long axis (chain axis of the crystal structure), and results are shown in Figures 6 and 7 in comparison with those of the related \((DT-T TF)_{2}[M(mnt)_{2}]\) salts. The electrical conductivity of \((\alpha{-DT-TTF})_{2}[Au(mnt)_{2}]\) at room temperature is \(\sim 2 S / cm\), significantly smaller than in the DT-TTF salts \((10^{-50} S / cm)\), and with clear semiconducting regime corresponding to an activation energy of 36 meV (Figure 6). The reduced electrical conductivity is consistent with slightly smaller intermolecular interactions along the chain axis, and in addition, the electronic localized semiconducting behavior with higher activation energy can be also enhanced by some disorder effects.

Thermoelectric power results with values of \(\sim 25 \mu V/K\) at room temperature, decreasing upon cooling and crossing zero at \(\sim 230 K\), are consistent with the semiconducting behavior shown by conductivity measurements (Figure 7).

In view of the electronic localization shown by transport measurements, and considering that each two donors carry a spin, it is of obvious interest to investigate the magnetic susceptibility and characterize a possible spin-ladder behavior in this compound.

The paramagnetic susceptibility, \(\chi_{p}\), obtained from static (SQUID) magnetization measurements measured in the range 2–300 K considering a correction of core diamagnetism is shown in Figure 8. Upon cooling, there is a broad maximum in the susceptibility at ca. 70 K followed by an exponential decrease which at lower temperatures is overcome, below 10 K, by a dominating Curie-like tail corresponding to approximately 3% \(S = \frac{1}{2}\) spins. In the high-temperature region \((T > 100 K)\) the magnetic susceptibility shows a Curie–Weiss behavior with a negative Weiss temperature, \(\theta = -62 K\), demonstrating the presence of dominant AFM interactions. This behavior, with localized spins interacting antiferromagnetically and displaying a gap in the spin excitations at low temperatures, is close to that observed in other previous reported spin-ladder compounds.4,5

### Table 4. Intermolecular Interactions \(t_{1}, t_{2}, t_{3}\) (meV) between Donor Units Calculated Using the Extended Hückel Approximation and a Double-\(\xi\) Basis Set in \((\alpha{-DT-TTF})_{2}[Au(mnt)_{2}]\) and \((DT-TTF)_{2}[Au(mnt)_{2}]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(t_{1})</th>
<th>(t_{2})</th>
<th>(t_{3})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(trans-trans)</td>
<td>a, 52.1</td>
<td>a, 77.6</td>
<td>a, 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha{-DT-TTF})<em>{2}[Au(mnt)</em>{2}])</td>
<td>b, 46.0</td>
<td>b, 74.3</td>
<td>b, 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cis-cis)</td>
<td>c, 49.4</td>
<td>c, 77.0</td>
<td>c, 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha{-DT-TTF})<em>{2}[Au(mnt)</em>{2}])</td>
<td>d, 56.6</td>
<td>d, 74.1</td>
<td>d, 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cis-trans)</td>
<td>e, 47.2</td>
<td>e, 74.1</td>
<td>e, 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha{-DT-TTF})<em>{2}[Au(mnt)</em>{2}])</td>
<td>f, 59.2</td>
<td>f, 73.9</td>
<td>f, 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((DT-TTF)<em>{2}[Au(mnt)</em>{2}])</td>
<td>g, 44.7</td>
<td>g, 73.9</td>
<td>g, 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)In the first compound the three type of contacts are split in 7 possible different pair configurations, a–g, which are identified in Figure 4.
and comparable to \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[M(mnt)_2] \) with \(M = \text{Au} \) and \(\text{Cu} \). Following an approach comparable to that used in similar molecular spin-ladder compounds the magnetic susceptibility data was fitted considering two components, a major contribution due to the spin-ladders, \(\chi_{\text{ladder}}\) and a minor Curie component, \(\chi_{\text{Curie}}\), which takes into account possible magnetic defects and impurities.

\[
\chi = f\chi_{\text{ladder}} + (1-f)\chi_{\text{Curie}} \tag{1}
\]

Here, \(f\) is the molar fraction. The ladder contribution can be estimated following two approaches. At lower temperatures it can be estimated using the spin-ladder model given by Troyer et al.\(^{10}\) for a two-legged spin-ladder system

\[
\chi_{\text{ladder}} = aT^{-1/2} \exp(-\Delta/kT) \tag{2}
\]

where \(a\) is a constant corresponding to the dispersion of the excitation energy, and \(\Delta\) is the finite energy gap in the spin-excitation spectrum given by\(^{10s}\)

\[
\Delta_{\text{spin}} \approx J_L - J_H + \frac{J_H^2}{2J_L} \tag{3}
\]

\(J_L \) and \(J_H \) are the interactions between spins along the ladder rails and the rungs, respectively. A rather good fit of the low temperature data below 50 K was obtained with this equation with parameters \(f = 0.96\) and \(\Delta_{\text{spin}} = 70\) K.

As alternative approach to the ladder contribution enabling to deduce both exchange coupling constants, \(J_L \) and \(J_H \), is given by the two-legged ladder model of Barnes and Riera\(^{11}\) which can be used to fit the experimental data in temperature range 4–300 K:

\[
\chi_{\text{ladder}} = \frac{c_1}{T}\left[1 + \left(\frac{T}{c_2}\right)^{c_3} (e^{c_4/T} - 1)\right]^{-1} \left[1 + \left(\frac{c_5}{T}\right)^{c_6}\right]^{-1} \tag{4}
\]

Here the coefficients \(c_1 = Ng^2\mu_B^2/4k_B\), \(c_2\), \(c_3\), \(c_4\), \(c_5\), and \(c_6\) are function of the exchange constants \(J_L \) and \(J_H \).

As shown in Figure 8, both equations can fit our data accurately, with this last model fitting data in the extended range of temperature 4–300 K (dotted line) with \(J_L = 100\) and \(J_H = 54\) K. Although the obtained ratio \(J_L/J_H = 1.85\) is slightly out of the limits 0.9 < \(J_L/J_H < 1.1\) defined by Barnes and Riera\(^{11}\) for an ideal spin-ladder,\(^{11}\) it agrees qualitatively with the ratio of the transfer integrals evaluated when the dimeric nature of the elementary building block of the spin-ladder has been taken into account. Considering the situation \(J_L > J_H\) of the theoretical model of Troyer et al.\(^{10}\) the spin gap and the coupling values were calculated from the combination of eq 3 with the following quadratic expression\(^{10}\)

\[
T(\chi_{\text{max}})/J_L = 0.625 - 0.01835 \frac{J_H}{J_L} + 0.2532\left(\frac{J_H}{J_L}\right)^2 \tag{5}
\]

giving values of \(J_L = 100.14(1.26)\) K and \(J_H = 54.13(2.60)\) K. The spin gap calculated with these coupling constants, \(\Delta_{\text{spin}} = 68\) K, is only slightly lower than the value determined with eq 2 but still in good agreement.

These values should be compared with those obtained for related compounds with the same structure type: \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[M(mnt)_2]\) with \(M = \text{Au} \) and \(\text{Cu} \), \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{i-mnt})_2],\) shown in Table 5. It is worth noting that the larger \(J_L\) and smaller \(J_H\) values observed in \((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) when compared with the \((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) spin-ladder systems are well correlated with the changes of the electronic interaction parameters estimated from Hückel calculations shown in Table 4.

One-dimensional fermion systems like spin chains are known to be extremely sensitive to disorder. The disorder effects in spin-ladders may be however quite different depending on its nature. The relative insensitivity of the spin-ladder magnetic properties of \((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) to the donor orientation disorder, at variance with the case of \((\text{ETT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\), is a direct consequence of the HOMO geometry. Therefore, \((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) exemplifies a theoretically predicted situation\(^{12}\) of weak magnetic disorder in a spin-ladder system, while the \((\text{ETT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) compound with the same structural orientation disorder exemplifies a strong magnetic disorder situation that destroys the spin-ladder behavior.

### CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, among several salts based on the recently explored donor \(\alpha-\text{DT-TTF}\) with \([\text{M(mnt)}_2]\) anions with different transition metals the gold salt \((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2]\) is the only one sharing the same ladder structure of the DT-TTF analogue, and in spite of the donor cis—trans/ orientation disorder associated with the thiophenic sulfur atoms, it presents a spin-ladder magnetic behavior. The relative

Table 5. Spin-Ladder Interaction Parameters in Thiophene-TTF Type Compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>compd</th>
<th>(J_L) (K)</th>
<th>(J_H) (K)</th>
<th>(\Delta) (K)</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2])</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2])</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha-\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{mnt})_2])</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>130.6(^{12})</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\text{DT-TTF})_2[\text{Au}(\text{i-mnt})_2])</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82(^{12})</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{12}\)From single crystal EPR data.
insensitivity of the spin-ladder magnetic properties to the molecular orientation disorder in this compound is a direct consequence of the negligible contribution of the disordered thiophenic sulfur atoms to the HOMO of this donor, at variance with ETT-TTF analogue where this contribution is significant. Therefore, not only does this compound enlarge the number of spin-ladder systems in this series of closely related compounds, which so far remain the only such series of isostructural molecular organic spin-ladder systems, but it also provides an interesting example of weakly disordered molecular spin-ladder system.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

Synthesis of (α-DT-TTF)2[Au(mnt)2]. Crystals were obtained by electrocrystallization. A dichloromethane solution of the donor and the acceptor salt, in approximately stoichiometric amounts, was added to the H-shaped cell, with Pt electrodes and in galvanostatic conditions. The tetrabuthylammonium salt of [Au(mnt)2]17 was synthesized and purified by recrystallization as previously described.15 Dichloromethane was also purified using standard procedures and freshly distilled immediately before its use. The system was sealed under nitrogen and after ~3 days, using a current density of 1 μA cm−2, and brown plate-shaped crystals were collected in the anode and washed with dichloromethane. Anal. Calc for C26H26AuN4S4: C 30.01, H 0.70, N 4.96, S 46.12%.

Electrical Transport Properties. Electrical conductivity and thermopower measurements in single crystals were performed in the temperature range 50–320 K, using a measurement cell attached to the cold stage of a closed cycle helium refrigerator. In the first step, the thermopower was measured using a slow ac (ca. 10–2 Hz) technique,16 by attaching two 25 μm diameter 99.99% pure Au wires (Goodfellow metals), thermally anchored to two quartz reservoirs, with Pt paint (Demetron 308A) to the extremities of an elongated sample as in a previously described apparatus,15 controlled by a computer.16 The oscillating thermal gradient was kept below 1 K and was measured with a differential Au-0.05 at. % Fe versus chrome thermocouple of the same type. The absolute thermoelectric power of the sample was obtained after correction for the absolute thermopower of the Au leads, by using the data of Huebner.17

Magnetic Measurements. The magnetic susceptibility was measured with a 7T00X SQUID magnetometer (Cryogenic Ltd.) in the temperature range 2–300 K, assuming a diamagnetic contribution of 4.2 × 10−6 emu mol−1 (estimated from tabulated Pascal constants).

X-ray Diffraction Studies. Experiments were performed with a Bruker AXS APEX CCD detector diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.710 73 Å), in the φ and ω scans mode. A semiempirical absorption correction was carried out using SADABS.18 Data collection, cell rescans mode. A semiempirical absorption correction was carried out (mnt)2, and (α-DT-TTF)2[Ni(mnt)2]. Table of the short contacts in the crystal structure of (α-DT-TTF)2[Au(mnt)2]. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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**ABBREVIATIONS**
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